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J U D G M E N T1. Prosecution case, in brief, is that on 25.04.2009 one Sri Jiten Hira lodged an F.I.R.  before the O/C Bijoynagar Police out post stating inter-alia that on 24.04.2009 his elder brother Sushil Hira was selling fish 
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at Satpokholi Primary School chowk Bazar at about 6:30 p.m. At that time Smt. Mira Hira, her father Biren Hira                     …………… contd… at P/2along  with  Smt.  Maina  Hira,  Sri  Bhola  Hira  and Sri  Prafulla  Hira  S/o- Gurum Hira coming together and Mira Hira carrying Acid in a glass in her hand poured on the head of his elder brother and ran away. One customer namely  Uttam Das  also  sustained  injuries  with  the  Acid attack.  Victim Sushil Hira was taken to GMCH in injured condition by 108 Ambulance. Since after this occurrence, amount of Rs. 10,000/- and one mobile phone of the victim was missing.2. On receipt of  the FIR,  Palashbari  PS Case No.  80/2009 u/s 147/149/307/379  IPC  was  registered  and  investigated  into.  On completion of investigation, the I/O has submitted charge-sheet u/s 147/ 325/307 IPC against above named 5 accused persons.3. After  submission  of  charge-sheet,  by  complying  the provisions of section 207 Cr.P.C, the case was committed to the Sessions Judge, Kamrup, Guwahati for trial. Subsequently, the case was made over to  the  Court  of  the  then  Additional  Sessions  Judge  (FTC)  No.  3  and thereafter  the  case  was  withdrawn  and  transferred  to  this  court  for disposal.  Vide  order  dated  09.12.2011,  the  then  presiding  officer  has framed charges u/s 147/307/379 r/w 149 IPC against all the 5 accused persons and explained the same to them to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to stand trial. 4. During trial, prosecution side examined as many 10 witnesses including  the  I/O  and  M/O.  One  eye  witness  was  examined  as  Court witness. On completion of evidence, accused persons were examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 5. Defence  side  examined  4  witnesses  including  2  accused persons.  From  the  trend  of  cross-examination,  answers  given  in  313 Cr.P.C examinations and from the defence evidence it  appears that the defence  plea  is  of  total  denial  and false  implication.  By giving defence evidence,  accused  Mira  Hira  has  also  taken  the  plea  of  alibi of  her absence on the date of occurrence at the village as she went to her sister’s house at Palashbari on the previous day and returned after 4-5 days. 
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…………… contd… at P/36. I have heard oral argument of Ld. Advocate for both sides and gone  through  the  record.  Accused  side  has  also  submitted  written synopsis of the arguments made.
POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-7. (i) Whether on 24.04.2009, the victim Sushil Hira sustained Acid  
burn injuries on his face causing disfigurement of his face and loss of  
eye sight of the right eye? If so, whether the said injuries are grievous  
in nature?
(ii)  Whether  on  24.04.2009,  accused  Mira  Hira  along  with  other  
accused  namely  (2)  Smti.  Maina  Hira,  (3)  Sri  Biren  Hira,  (4)  Sri  
Prafulla Hira and (5) Sri Bhola Hira formed an unlawful assembly  
with an intention to cause injuries to Sushil Hira. 
(iii) Whether accused persons in furtherance of common object of the  
unlawful assembly caused injuries to Sushil Hira with an intention to  
cause death of Sushil Hira.
(iv) Whether the accused person committed theft of Rs. 10,000/- and  
one  Mobile  handset  belongs  to  Sushil  Hira  from  the  place  of  
occurrence on 24.04.2009? 
DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :-8. Before starting discussion on the above points, let me briefly note  the  evidence  on  record.  P.W  1,  the  informant  Jiten  Hira,  in  his evidence deposed that on 24.04.2009 at about 6:30 p.m. while his elder brother  Sushil  Hira  was  busy  in  selling  fish  along  with  his  younger brother Sri Robin Hira at Satpokholi Chowk, accused Mira Hira assaulted Sushil  Hira by pouring Acid on his face.  On this,  Sushil  Hira sustained burn  injuries  on  the  entire  face.  Immediately  after  the  occurrence  Sri Robin Hira informed him about the incident. He rushed to the place of occurrence and saw several persons gathered there. 108 Ambulance was called and Sushil Hira was taken to G.M.C.H. for treatment. On the next morning,  he  lodged  the  F.I.R  at  Bijoynagar  out  post.  At  the  time  of occurrence, his brother had to leave valuable fishes unsold and also lost his mobile phone. In his cross-examination he admitted that the F.I.R. was written under his dictation by some policeman at Bijoynagar O.P. and he put his hand in the said F.I.R. as informant. After writing of the ejahar, it was read over to him by Montu Das, who accompanied him to police out 
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post.                                                                                    …………… contd… at P/4He was not present in the P.O. when the incident occurred. He filed the ejahar as per the information received from his brother Rabin Hira. He further admitted that accused Mira Hira assaulted Sushil Hira due to her previous grudge. He also admitted that few days back of this occurrence, at about 3.00 p.m. accused Mira Hira came to their house to get marry with Sushil Hira and with desire to live in their house. Then he ousted Mira Hira from their house. He also admitted on this, accused Mira Hira lodged an ejahar and the case is pending for trial. He denied the defence suggestion that they have falsely implicated the accused person to defend the case filed by the accused Mira Hira against them. 9. P.W.  2  Sri  Robin  Hira  in  his  evidence  deposed  that  on 24.04.2009 at about 6:30 p.m., while he was selling fish and his brother Sushil was cutting fishes in their shop at Satpokholi chowk, accused Mira Hira came there with a glass of liquid in her hand and poured the said liquid over the face of his brother Sushil Hira. At that time 2 customers namely Sideswar Das and Uttam Das, also got injuries. Sushil Hira’s face was burnt and smoke came out of that liquid. Immediately, he went to his residence and informed his brother Jiten Hira ( P.W. 1) about the incident. Thereafter,  Sushil  Hira was sent to G.M.C.H. Guwahati for treatment by calling 108 Ambulance. After pouring acid, accused Mira Hira ran away from  the  place  of  occurrence.  In  his  cross-examination,  he  stated  that accused Mira came there wearing a Churidar covering her head with open face and poured the said liquid (Acid) which he saw. During the incident he was sitting near to his brother Sushil Hira. Accused Mira Hira poured the liquid on his elder brother from a distance of less then 1 meter. 10. P.W. 3 Sri Pankaj Prasad Das, in his evidence deposed that on 24.04.2009 at about 6:30 p.m. while he was praying in his shop, he heard halla, when he came out, he saw that Sushil Hira was lying on the ground in restless and injured condition. Then 108 Ambulance came and Sushil Hira was taken to the Hospital. He heard that somebody has poured Acid on his face. During cross examination by the defence he deposed that he went to the place of occurrence after about 10 minutes. He has not seen 
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the accused at the place of occurrence.                       …………… contd… at P/5 11. P.W.  4  Sri  Sideswar  Das,  in  his  evidence  deposed  that  on 24.04.2009 at about 6:30 p.m. while he was bargaining for fish at the shop of Sushil Hira, one lady came there wearing Churidar by covering her face with Chunni with open eyes and poured some liquid on the face of Sushil Hira. Some portion of the liquid was also fallen on his pant and as a result of which his long pant was burnt, which was later on seized by police. As a result of incident, there was a halla. Sushil Hira was sent to Hospital by 108 Ambulance. During cross examination he admitted that he could not recognize the accused person at the relevant time. He saw only pouring of acid.12. P.W. 5 Sri Sushil Hira, the victim of this case, in his evidence deposed  that  on  24.04.2009  at  about  6.30  p.m.  while  he  was cutting/selling fish at Satpokholi  fish market and witness Sideswar Das was bargaining, suddenly accused Mira Hira and Prafulla Hira came there and accused Mira Hira had thrown water like substance on his face and disappeared. Burning sensation started on his face and smoke came out. Immediately he became senseless. One Mobile handset and Rs. 10,000/- were got missing. At that time, it was not complete dark though he had lighted the lamp. Accused Mira Hira was wearing scarf on her head, but face was opened and as such,  he could identify the accused Mira Hira. Prafulla Hira was there without hiding his face. For the injuries sustained by him, he was remained hospitalized for about a year and his face was disfigured  and  right  eye  got  completely  damaged.  In  his  cross examination,  he  stated  that  about  10  minutes  prior  to  the  above occurrence,  he lighted the lamp. His brother was also sitting with him. Accused Mira Hira arrived there by wearing surf colour Churidar. She was known to him since long. Mira’s brother has also worked under him. He admitted that accused Mira Hira lodged a case prior to this occurrence against them and they are facing trial. He denied the defence suggestion, due to enmity for filing of case by accused side; he implicated accused Mira  Hira  in  throwing  water  like  substance.  He  further  stated  that accused Mira Hira had thrown the said articles from the distance of about 
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1½ meters.                                                                …………… contd… at P/6He denied the defence suggestion that,  as he was busy bargaining with witness Sideswar Hira, he could not recognize the accused Mira Hira and falsely implicated her. He further denied that, for killing fish, he kept Acid in his shop and during use of said Acid, he got the injuries. He denied the defence suggestion that the occurrence was an accident and accused Mira Hira was not involved. He also denied that he had some illicit relationship with said Mira Hira and also offered to marry her. 13. P.W. 6 Dr. Jamaluddin Ahmed, in his evidence deposed that on 24.04.2009 one Sushil Hira aged about 28 years, of Satpokholi Palashbari, Kamrup, Assam was admitted in G.M.C.H. as indoor patient in reference to Palashbari  P.S.  Case  No.  80/2009.  From  the  Hospital  record,  on 28/08/2009 while  he  was  serving  as  Registrar  of  Surgery  in  G.M.C.H. Guwahati,  he submitted the Medical  report  regarding examination and injuries sustain by the said patient Sri Sushil Hira. As per record of the hospital on examination of Sushil Hira it was found as follows: Alleged  history  of  Acid  burn  on  24/04/2009.  History  of  loss  of consciousness was present.         Local examination:1) Burn injury involving face, eyes, both shoulder and forearm. It was  estimated  as  20%  burn.  Fitted  in  consultation  with  plastic surgery and Ophthalmology. Skin grafting was done under general anesthesia on 22/05/2009 by plastic surgery.Patient  discharged  on  request  on  12/06/09.  Patient  was advised to allow plastic surgery O.P.P. for follow up.            Opinion – Nature of injury was grievous caused by acid burn.14. PW  6  proved  the  medical  report  as  Ext.  2.  In  his  cross- examination  by  defence,  he  admitted  that  had  not  examined  the  said patient himself. 15. P.W.  7  Sri  Paresh  Das,  in  his  evidence  deposed  that  on 24.04.2009 in the evening, while he was selling vegetable in the Bazar. He heard some commotion when proceeding to the shop he saw Sushil Hira lying in a senseless state. Thereafter, he was sent to Hospital.
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…………… contd… at P/716. P.W. 8 Sri Manik Das deposed that on 24.04.2009 at 6-6:30 p.m. while he was present at Satpokholi Bazar, he heard some commotion from the side of the shop of Sushil Hira. Hearing this he went there and found Sushil Hira lying on the road. He heard that somebody has thrown Acid on him. He has not seen the occurrence.17. P.W. 9 S.I. Medhi Mohan Baruti, one of the I/O of this case, in his evidence deposed that  while he was working i/c Bijoynagar outpost on  25.4.09,  an  F.I.R.  (Exbt.  1)  was  received  from  Jiten  Hira  and  he entrusted A.S.I. A.K. Singh for preliminary investigation. After completion of preliminary investigation, Charge sheet (Exbt. 3) was submitted against the accused persons. 18. P.W. 10 A.S.I.  Ashok Kumar Singh,  in his  evidence deposed that on receipt of an FIR, he was entrusted to investigate the case. During investigation, he visited the place of occurrence at Satpokholi fish market, recorded  the  statement  of  witnesses.  He  also  visited  the  GMCH,  but finding condition of victim Sushil Hira not fit for recording statement, he recorded the statement of victim on 04.11.09 at his residence after his release.  He has collected the Medical  Report  and subsequently  handed over the case diary to I/C. In his cross-examination, he admitted that he has not seized anything from the place of  occurrence.  While recording statement of the victim on 4.11.09, the victim was under treatment as his face was totally burnt. 19. C.W. 1 Sri Uttam Thakuria,  in his evidence deposed that on the day of occurrence about 3 years back, at the evening time while he was purchasing fish in the shop of Sushil  Hira at Satpokholi  Chowk. At that time someone came to said shop and poured some liquid on the face of Sushil Hira. As a result, Sushil Hira sustained injuries over his whole face. He had also sustained minor injuries from the said liquid.  20. D.W. 1 Smt. Meera Hira, (the prime accused of this case) in her evidence deposed that on 23.4.2009 in the morning she went to her sister’s  matrimonial  house at  No.  1 Palashbari  with her brother-in-law Rantu Das. For 4-5 days she stayed there. On returning home, she heard 
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that somebody poured acid to Sushil Hira.             …………… contd… at P/8After  3-4  months  of  occurrence,  she  along  with  Prafulla  Hira  were arrested  by  the  Police.  In  her  cross-examination  she  denied  the prosecution suggestion of giving false evidence regarding absence at the place of occurrence on the date of occurrence and also the suggestion of throwing acid.21. D.W. 2 Prafulla Hira, (one of the accused) the brother of D.W. 1, in his evidence deposed that on the day of occurrence Mira Hira was in the residence of her brother-in-law at Palashbari. After 3 - 4 months, he was arrested by the Police along with Mira Hira. He has no knowledge as to who had thrown Acid and injured Sushil. He denied the suggestion that all  their  family  members  in  a  concealed  manner  thrown  Acid  on  the person  of  Sushil  Hira.  He  denied  the  prosecution  suggestion  of  false evidence regarding going of Mira Hira to her sister’s house.22. D.W. 3 Rantu Das, in his evidence deposed that on the day of occurrence  Mira  Hira  was  at  his  residence  and  after  4-5  days,  she returned to her residence. He denied that there was a talk of marriage between Sushil Hira and Mira Hira and on refusal by Sushil Hira to marry her;  the  family  members  of  Mira  Hira had thrown acid  on the  face  of Sushil. He denied the prosecution suggestion of false evidence regarding taking Mira Hira to his house.23. D.W. 4 Smti.  Sita Hazarika,  a neighbour of  both Sushil  Hira and  Mira  Hira  deposed,  on  the  date  of  occurrence  she  went  to  the residence of Mira Hira to buy some earthen pot. At that time, Mira was not present in her residence and the family members told that she went to Palashbari. Thereafter, hearing of the incident with Sushil Hira, she went to the Place of occurrence. She denied the prosecution suggestion of false evidence to save Mira Hira and her absence in her residence.24. From the above evidence on record, now let me discuss the points. In this case, the accused side has lead defence evidence and took the plea of alibi that accused Mira Hira was not present at PO as she was at her sister’s house at Palashbari. However no such plea was taken for 
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other 4 accused persons. By leading defence evidence, except the plea of absence of Mira Hira, no other defence was taken. …………… contd… at P/925. Even upon taking the ‘plea of alibi’ by defence, the cardinal principle of criminal jurisprudence remains same regarding the burden of proof  on  prosecution  that  they  have  to  prove  its  case  beyond  all reasonable doubt and they cannot take help of the defence weakness. As the  burden  of  proof  on  prosecution  never  shifts,  let  me  discuss  the evidence of prosecution only to decide the points as formulated above. 26. In respect of Point No. (i), on going through the evidence of victim  P.W.  5  Sushil  Hira,  it  appears  that  he  has  categorically  stated regarding throwing of water like substance on his face while he was busy in selling/cutting fish in his shop at Satpakhali. Immediately after fall of water like substance on his face, he felt burning sensation and became senseless.  This  part  of  evidence  remained  unrebutted  in  his  cross-examination. It is also in the evidence of PW s that immediately after the occurrence,  Sushil  Hira  was  taken  to  G.M.C.H.  with  the  help  of  108 Ambulance. P.W. 1, 2 and C.W. 1, who were present in the shop, in their evidence have also clearly stated that while they were present in the fish shop of Sushil Hira, water like substance was thrown on the face of Sushil Hira and smoke came out. The Medical Officer (PW 6) in his evidence also categorically  stated  that  Sushil  Hira  sustained  disfigurement  of  face caused  by  Acid.  Defence  has  not  challenged  the  above  evidence  of throwing, rather during cross examining the P.W. 5, defence side went on suggesting that for killing of fish, victim used to keep acid in his shop and while he was using the same, it fell on his body. The DW 1 to 4 in their cross-examination also admitted they have heard that victim Sushil Hira got Acid burn injury on his face. It  may be noted here that there is no documentary  evidence  regarding  total  damage  of  right  eye  of  victim Sushil  Hira.  But  the  evidence  of  Sushil  Hira  on  this  aspect  remained unchallenged in his cross-examination. The evidence of witnesses on this aspect is believable. During argument, defence made no serious challenge on this aspect. Considering abundance of evidence of pouring water like substance on this point,  I  firmly hold that on 24.04.2009, victim Sushil 
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Hira sustained Acid burned injuries on his face causing disfigurement and loss the eye sight of his right eye.                          …………… contd… at P/1027. Now so far the other part of point (i) is concerned i.e. nature of injury sustained by the victim. Let me discuss the material. The medical officer has opined the injury of victim was grievious in nature.  Section 320 IPC read as follows:- 
320. Grievous hurt.-- The following kinds of hurt only are designated  
as" grievous":- 
First. - Emasculation. 
Secondly.- Permanent privation of the sight of either eye.
Thirdly.- Permanent privation of the hearing of either ear.
Fourthly.- Privation of any member or joint. 
Fifthly.-  Destruction or permanent impairing of  the powers  of  any  
member or joint. 
Sixthly.- Permanent disfiguration of the head or face. 
Seventhly.- Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth. Eighthly.- Any  
hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer to be during  
the space of twenty days in severe bodily pain, or unable to follow his  
ordinary pursuits.28. From  the  above  definition  of  section  320  IPC,  Clause  6  of shows that permanent disfigurement of face and Clause 2 of Section 320 of  IPC shows that  permanent  privation of  eye sight  of  either  eye have been enlisted as grievous injuries. The medical report shows that for burn injury on face, skin grafting has to be made by plastic surgery department of GMCH. For the injuries sustained, victim had to remain hospitalised for more than 50 days. Over and above the victim used to remain present during  trial  and  court  has  personally  observed  the  fact  of  permanent disfigurement of face and the victim has to keep his face covered all the time. Hence, I hold that on 24.04.2009, the victim has sustained grievous injuries on his face by acid attack and also permanently lost eye sight of one eye.29. Now, coming to the Point No. (ii), i.e. forming of an unlawful assembly by all the five accused persons who are facing trial. The victim in his evidence has clearly stated that at the time of occurrence he has seen accused Mira Hira and Prafulla Hira only and Mira Hira thrown the water like substance on his face. P.W. 2, brother of the victim, who was 
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sitting with the victim in the fish shop, has stated accused Mira Hira came to their shop and thrown water like substance. …………… contd… at P/11The PW 1 and CW 1 also did not mention of assembly of five persons at the  time  throwing  acid  or  at  any  point  of  time.  There  was  no  iota  of evidence regarding presence of other accused persons than Mira Hira and Prafulla Hira at the place of  occurrence.  Hence,  I  have no hesitation to hold that no unlawful  assembly was formed by accused Mira Hira and Prafulla Hira with other three accused persons at the time of commission of alleged offence at Satpokholi fish market.  30. Now,  coming to the  point No.  (iii),  i.e.  involvement  of  the accused persons and intention thereof in causing the injury to Sushil Hira. While  deciding  point  (ii),  I  have  already  held  that  there  is  no  iota  of evidence of presence of accused namely (1) Smti. Maina Hira, (2) Sri Biren Hira, and (3) Sri Bhola Hira at the place of occurrence. PW 5, the victim in his  evidence  has  deposed  that  Mira  Hira  by  wearing  a  surf  colour Churidar and by covering her head with scurf arrived in his shop with a glass and has thrown water like substance on him. He also deposed about presence of accused Prafulla Hira with Mira Hira but did not utter a single word about any over act by said Prafulla Hira. The PW 2, brother of the victim who was sitting with the victim in the fish shop, has specifically stated accused Mira Hira by wearing a Churidar and covering her head with scurf came to their shop and thrown water like substance. He was silent regarding presence of accused Prafulla at the place of occurrence. The PW 1 and CW 1, the two customers standing on the fish shop did not name any accused though they have supported the fact of throwing acid on the face of victim Sushil Hira by a lady wearing Churidar and hiding face. The PW 2 and 5 has clearly identified the accused Mira Hira as the lady who has thrown acid on the victim. I found force on the argument of prosecution side that as the PW 1 and CW 1 being customers are facing towards the victim for bargaining with the victim, and the accused came from their back side, they may not be able to see the face of the accused who has thrown the acid. However from the evidence of PW 1, it is clear that the acid was thrown on victim by a lady wearing Churidar. Except the 
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evidence of victim, there is no evidence of presence of Prafulla Hira at the place of occurrence.                                            …………… contd… at P/12Even if  presuming  that  Prafulla  Hira  was  present  with  Mira  Hira,  but admittedly there is no material to show that he has played any role or even shared any common intention or common object in causing injury to Sushil  Hira for  throwing acid.  The evidence of  PW 2 and PW 5 so far involvement  of  Mira  Hira  remains  unshaken  during  their  cross-examination.  31. The evidence of prosecution sides leads me to take only one conclusion that it is the accused Mira Hira who has thrown acid on the face of Sushil Hira while he was selling fish in his shop. The other four accused persons including Prafulla Hira has not played any role either directly or indirectly in causing the hurt to the victim Sushil Hira.32. Now coming to other part of the point as to whether accused Mira Hira has thrown the acid with an intention to commit murder of the victim. It is a fact of general knowledge that if someone  swallow acid it shall damage the intestine system leading to death of said person. In this case  the  allegation  is  of  throwing  of  acid  only.  From  the  totality  of evidence on record, it is in the evidence that Sushil Hira and Mira Hira had some affairs and on refusal to marry the accused, she have committed the alleged crime of throwing acid to take revenge. However, there is no evidence that said acid attack was made with an intention to cause death of  the  victim.  Evidence  of  Medical  officer  simply  stated  about  causing grievous  hurt  only.  It  is  in  the  evidence  that  victim  has  remained hospitalized for about 50 days and his treatment continued for about a year. The injuries as narrated normally cannot be said to have life threat at any point of time except lifelong effect of disfigurement or loss of eye sight. It may be mentioned here that Acid is a corrosive substance and as such  grievous  injury  caused  by  throwing  Acid  will  come  under  the purview of section 326 IPC. Considering all above, I have no option but to hold that accused Mira Hira has thrown the acid on Sushil Hira with an intention to cause grievous hurt only and not for causing death or commit murder. The evidence of prosecution has proved the ingredient of offence 
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u/s 326 IPC only and not for 307 IPC.                …………… contd… at P/13 33. Now coming to point (iv) regarding theft of Rs. 10,000/- and loss of Mobile handset. Though in the FIR an allegation was made for loss of Rs. 10,000/- and loss of Mobile handset but during evidence no iota of evidence was lead in this regard. Hence this point is answered in negative.34. Now summing up the discussion on prosecution case, I am of the considered opinion that prosecution by their evidence has been able to prove ingredient of offence u/s 326 IPC against the accused Mira Hira only beyond all reasonable doubt. 35. Let me now consider the  plea of alibi of the accused Mira Hira.  By  adducing  evidence,  accused  side  tried  to  prove  that  on  the previous day of occurrence, i.e. 23.04.2009, Mira Hira went to the house of  her  sister  and  stayed  there  for  about  4-5  days.  To  prove  this  plea defence side examined the accused Mira Hira, Prafulla Hira, the brother in law of  Mira Hira and one villager,  who allegedly went to  the house of accused to purchase earthen pot and found Mira was absent in her house. From the defence evidence as narrated before, it appears that she went to village Palashbari. It may be noted here that the place of occurrence is at Satpokholi is also under Palashbari PS. It is in the evidence of DW that the distance of two place is at about 1½ KM only. In cross-examination, the DWs denied the prosecution suggestion of false plea of alibi. On minute reading of the evidence,  it appears that the accused side has taken the plea  of  alibi  without  laying  its  foundation  during cross-examination  of PWs.  While  cross-examining  the  PW  2  and  5,  who  have  specifically deposed about presence of accused Mira Hira at the place of occurrence, the defence even did not put forward a single suggestion that on that day presence of accused Mira was improbable as she was at his sister’s house. No plea of alibi was taken during cross-examination of PWs. Hence, it can safely be presumed that it  was an afterthought plea.  Moreover,  though plea of alibi was taken, it was no where stated that it was impossible for Mira Hira to come to the place of occurrence from the house of her sister. It  is  now  almost  settled  that  plea  of  alibi  must  make  the  presence  of 
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accused improbable at the place of occurrence. In view of credible and reliable evidence of PW 2 and PW 5                        …………… contd… at P/14regarding presence of accused Mira Hira at the place of occurrence on the date  of  occurrence,  I  reject  the  plea  of  alibi  as  neither  proved  nor acceptable. 36. During  argument  hearing,  learned  advocate  for  accused vehemently argued that admittedly there was a case pending against the victim and his brother being filed by accused side and as such the present case is counter-burst of that case. It  is admitted by victim, that several months back of this occurrence, the accused Mira Hira went to the house of the victim and the informant Jiten Hira drove her away as the accused Mira Hira wanted to marry the victim. However, the defence side has not furnished any copy of FIR etc. to show the date of such occurrence to co-relate  with the  probability  of  false  allegation.  I  found no force on this submission  as  in  this  case,  the  permanent  disfigurement  and  role  of accused Mira Hira is duly proved beyond reasonable doubt.  Hence the probability of false implication is rejected. Moreover enmity is a double aged weapon. It may cut either way. In this case it is very likely that due to refusal of the victim to marry the accused Mira, taking revenge is the motive in causing the grievous hurt to victim Sushil Hira by pouring acid on his face.37. Learned advocate of the defence has also argued that initial investigation  was  started  on  Bijoynagar  OP  GDE  No.  643  dated 25.04.2009 but the said GD Entry was not proved. I am not impressed with the argument simply because,  the above GDE was made upon the written FIR of PW 1 and Bijoynagar being a police outpost, after entering the FIR in GD Book forwarded the same to Palashbari PS for registering a case. Hence the investigation was in-fact initiated on written FIR and not on separate GD Entry. This fact is visible on the back side of the FIR.38. To sum up the whole discussion, I hold that prosecution has been able to prove the ingredient of offence of 326 IPC against accused Mira Hira only beyond all reasonable doubt.  39. At this stage, a point arose to the fact that no charge u/s 326 
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was framed and accused Mira Hira has faced the trial for the offences u/s 147/307/379 r/w 149 IPC.                                      …………… contd… at P/15I have already hold that prosecution has failed to prove the ingredient of offence  u/s  147/379/307/149  IPC  against  other  4  accused  persons. Prosecution has also failed to prove the offence u/s 147/379/149 against accused Mira Hira. So the question is whether accused Mira Hira who has faced trial for the offence u/s 307/149 IPC can be convicted u/s 326 IPC without altering or amending the with the help of section 221(2) Cr.P.C and 222 Cr.P.C.40. In my quest to answer this, let me have a look at section 307 and 326 IPC first.                                                      
307. Attempt to murder.-- Whoever does any act with such intention  
or knowledge,  and under such circumstances that,  if  he by that act  
caused death,  he would be guilty of  murder,  shall  be punished with  
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten 
years,  and shall also be liable to fine; and,  if hurt is caused to any  
person by such act, the offender shall be liable either to imprisonment  
for life, or to such punishment as is hereinbefore mentioned. 
Attempts by life- convicts. 
When any person offending under this  section  is  under  sentence  of  
imprisonment  for  life,  he  may,  if  hurt  is  caused,  be  punished  with  
death.] 

326. Voluntarily causing grievous hurt by dangerous weapons or  
means.-- Whoever,  except  in  the  case  provided  for  by  section  335,  
voluntarily  causes  grievous  hurt  by  means  of  any  instrument  for  
shooting,  stabbing  or  cutting,  or  any  instrument  which,  used  as  a  
weapon of offence, is likely to cause death, or by means of fire or any  
heated  substance,  or  by  means  of  any  poison  or  any  corrosive  
substance, or by means of any explosive substance, or by means of any  
substance  which  it  is  deleterious  to  the  human  body  to  inhale,  to  
swallow, or to receive into the blood, or by means of any animal, shall  
be  punished  with  imprisonment  for  life,  or  with  imprisonment  of  
either description for a term  which may extend to ten years,  and 
shall also be liable to fine.41. A bare reading of this two sections shows that in section 307 intentions to cause death is necessary and in section 326, causing hurt is sufficient.  In  section 307 too,  if  hurt  was committed  than provision of harsh punishment is provided. The ingredients of offence under both the section are cognate in nature. Punishment in both the offences are same. Getting hurt in attempt of life is an ingredient for enhanced punishment. 
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…………… contd… at P/16

42. Hon'ble  Gauhati  High  Court  in  the  reported  case  of Moirangthem Chaoba Singh and Anr.  Vs State  of  Manipur  [MANU/GH/ 0061/1982/1982 Cri L J 1806] on a factually similar situation of the case in hand held as followed:-
“12. The question whether a person charged under Section 307 I.P.C.  
can be convicted under Section 326 I.P.C. seems no longer to be res  
integra. Under Section 221(1)     Cr. P.C., if a single act or series of acts  
is of such a nature that it is doubtful which of several offences the  
facts  which  can  be  proved  will  constitute,  the  accused  may  be  
charged with having committed all or any of such offences, and any  
number of such charges may be tried at once or he may be charged  
in  the  alternative  with  having  committed  some  one  of  the  said  
offences. Under Sub-section (2) of the same section, if in such a case  
the accused is charged with one offence, and it appears in evidence  
that he committed a different offence for which he might have been  
charged under the provisions of Sub-section (1), he may be convicted  
of the offence which he is shown to have committed,  although he  
was  not  charged  with  it.  In  Bejoy  Chand  Patra  v. State  of  West  
Bengal  MANU/SC/0034/1951 :1952  CriLJ  644,  relying  on  
MANU/PR/ 0008/ 1925, and the provisions of Sections 236 and. 237  
of the old Code,. it has been held on the facts of that case that it was  
open to  the  Sessions  Judge  to  charge  the  appellant  alternatively,  
under Sections 307 and 326, Penal Code. The case therefore clearly  
fell under Section 237, Cr. P.C., and the appellant's conviction under  
Section 326, Penal Code, was proper even in the absence of a charge.  
In Begu v. Emperor MANU/PR/0008/1925, where the accused were  
charged under Section 302 and on evidence they were found to be  
guilty of an offence under Section 201(causing the evidence of crime  
to disappear) and so were convicted under the latter section, it was  
held that that conviction wag proper. In Bhupenflra 'Singh v. State  
of Madhya Pradesh, MANU/SC/0117/1980 : 1981 CriLJ 751 , their  
Lordships  of  the  Supreme  Court  having  regard  to  all  the  
circumstances  of  the  case,  the  trivial  nature  of  the  quarrel,  the  
circumstances leading to the commission of the offence, the fact that  
the  injured  and the  accused  were  all  young students  studying  in  
college and keeping in view the nature of injury, were of the opinion  
that the learned Additional Sessions Judge was right in convicting  
the appellant for an offence under Section 324 and Section 324 read 
with Section 149, I.P.C, and accordingly the conviction under Section  
 307/149 I.P.C.  was altered to one under Section 324 I.P.C.  it  Shek  
Idris's case (1939) 43 CWN 782, it was held that though the accused  
was  charged  with  attempt  to  murder,  he  could  be  convicted  of  
grievous hurt. In Gangabishan's case(1937) Cri LJ 442 (Nag), it was  
held that though the charge was for attempt to murder, he could be  
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convicted  of  hurt.  In  view  of  the  above  decisions,  the  decision  
in MANU/RH/0015/1956, is doubtful. The submission is accordingly  
rejected.”                                                 …………… contd… at P/1743. Hon'ble Calcutta High Court in the reported case of Dwijabar Alias Dwijapada Halder (deceased) represented by legal heir son Vs. The State [MANU/WB/0152/1996/(1997) 1 CAL LT 114 (HC)] has followed the  ratio  laid  by  Hon'ble  Gauhati  High  Court  in  Moirangthem  Chaoba Singh and Anr(supra) by observing as follows:- 
“The view taken in the Gauhati  case (referred to above) is in the  
right  direction  as  laid  down  by  the  apex  court  in  Bejoy's  case  
(supra). In view of the discussions made above, it cannot be said that  
the learned trial court misdirected itself or committed any illegality  
in convicting the appellant under Section 326 IPC when the charge  
was  under  Section 307 IPC.  Accordingly,  the  second contention  of  
Mr. Mukherjee, learned advocate must fall.”          44. Recently Hon'ble Supreme Court of India  in the reported case of  Narwinder Singh  vs State of Punjab [(2011) 2 SCC 47] while dealing an appeal against conviction u/s 306 against charges u/s 304(B) IPC held as follows:-

“12. It is a settled proposition of law that mere omission or defect in  
framing  charge  would  not  disable  the  Court  from  convicting  the  
accused for the offence which has been found to be proved on the  
basis  of  the evidence on record.  In such circumstances,  the matter  
would fall within the purview of Section 221(1) and (2) of the Code of  
Criminal Procedure In the facts of the present case; the High Court  
very appropriately converted the conviction under Section  304B to 
one under Section 306 IPC.”45. The ratio of the above discussed case laws lead me to hold that  on  a  trial  or  charge  u/s  307/149  against  five  persons,  a  single accused can be convicted u/s 326 IPC and without altering or amending the formal charges by applying the powers u/s 221(2)/222 IPC, which I do in this case.46. In the result, I hold that prosecution has failed to prove the charges u/s 147/307/379 r/w 149 of Indian penal Code (in short IPC) against accused persons (1) Sri Bhola Hira, (2) Smti. Maina Hira, (3) Sri Biren Hira and (4) Sri Prafulla Hira and as such they are acquitted from the above charges and set at liberty. However, in view of the provision of 
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section 437A Cr.P.C., the bail Bond executed by the accused persons and their surety are extended for next six months.     …………… contd… at P/1847. Though  accused  Smt.  Mira  Hira  has  faced  the  trial  u/s 147/307/379 r/w 149 IPC but from the material on record, prosecution side has failed to prove the charged u/s 147/379/149 IPC. Hence, she is acquitted from the charges i.e. 147/379/149 IPC. 48. However,  instead  of  offence  u/s  307/149  IPC  prosecution side has been able to prove the ingredients of  offences punishable u/s 326 IPC only against accused Smt. Mira Hira beyond all reasonable doubt. Though  accused  Smt.  Mira  Hira  was  not  charged  with  the  offence punishable u/s 326 IPC, yet by applying the provisions of section 221(2) and section 222 Cr.P.C, without altering the charge of 307 IPC, accused Smt. Mira Hira is held guilty of offence u/s 326 IPC and I convict her for the said offence punishable u/s 326 IPC. 49. I have considered the applicability of provisions of section 3 and 4 of Probation of Offenders Act.   As section 326 IPC is punishable upto life imprisonment, the benevolent provisions of section 3 and 4 of Probation of Offenders Act are not applicable. Even otherwise considering the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  case,  nature  of  offence  proved, destroying the life of the victim, accused Mira Hira is not entitled to get the benefit of above provisions of law. It may be noted here that in view of section 19 of Probation of Offenders Act, section 306 and 361 of Cr.P.C is not applicable in the district of Kamrup.50. Heard the convict Smt. Mira Hira on the point of sentence u/s 235(2) Cr.P.C. and on the point of payment compensation u/s 357 Cr.P.C. Her statement is recorded in separate sheets. In her statement she prayed for mercy in sentence as her marriage was fixed recently. She also stated that  she  is  living  by  earthen  pot  and  has  no  capacity  to  pay  any compensation to victim.51. I have also heard learned Advocate for both the sides on the point of quantum of sentence and payment of compensation to victim u/s 357 Cr.P.C. & 357A Cr.P.C.                                      
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52. During sentence hearing the accused Mira Hira has submitted that her marriage was fixed with another boy and scheduled to be held in the month of Nov. 2013 and                                         ………… contd… at P/19her  voice,  gesture  poster  etc,  were  found  apologetic  for  the  crime committed by her. Presently she is aged about 24 years as stated by her in her 313 Cr.P.C statement. Considering the age of the convict, her future life,  I am of the considered opinion that she deserves some leniency in sentence. 53. Keeping the facts of the case in mind, I sentence the convict Smt. Mira Hira to undergo rigorous imprisonment (R.I.) for 3 (three) 

years and also to pay a fine of Rs. 1,000.00 (Rupees one thousand) 

only  i/d  to  undergo  further  simple  imprisonment  (S.I.)  for  3  (three) months for the offence punishable u/s 326 IPC.    54. Convict Smt. Mira Hira is entitled for benefits u/s 428 Cr.P.C for the period of imprisonment already undergone during investigation and trial.        55. I have considered the fact of payment of compensation u/s 357 Cr.P.C from the fine amount imposed on the convict. As a lenient fine was imposed upon convict due to her poor economic condition, same will be insufficient to compensate the hurt suffered by the victim.  56. I  have considered the fact  of  granting  compensation under section 357A Cr.P.C to the victim. In this case victim Sushil Hira got acid burn injuries and his face was disfigured. He lost sight of one eye. He had to  take  treatment  for  one  year  by  making  huge  expenses.  During argument  hearing,  an  application  was  also  moved  for  granting compensation under this provision. From the facts as narrated above, I am of the considered opinion that it is a fit case for referring the victim to DLSA Kamrup Guwahati for granting compensation u/s 357A Cr.P.C 57. I  have  also  considered  the  fact  of  granting  interim 

compensation u/s 357A before referring the party. Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in the reported case of PIL (suo-moto) 26 of 2013, has ruled that 
“in an appropriate case,  interim compensation ought to be paid at the  
earliest so that immediate need of victim can be met. For ddetermining 
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the amount of interim compensation, the Court may have regard to the  
facts  and  circumstances  of  individual  cases  including  the  nature  of  
offence, loss suffered and the requirement of the victim.” 

………… contd… at P/2058. Keeping the above ratio  in  mind and upon considering the facts of this case, it appears that victim Sushil Hira has suffered a lot both mentally  and  financially.  Till  final  decision  made  by  DLSA,  Kamrup, Guwahati,  I  fix  the  amount  of  interim  compensation  at  Rs.  20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand) only payable to victim Sri Sushil Hira s/o Late Someswar  Hira,  vill:-  Satpakhali,  PS  Palashbari  Dist  Kamrup,  Assam. DLSA, Kamrup, Guwahati is requested to make necessary arrangement in releasing the amount of interim compensation to victim Sushil Hira and to consider the fact for grant of further compensation u/s 357A Cr.P.C.,  if any,  from  Victim Compensation  Fund.  It  is  made  clear  that  the  above interim  award  shall  be  subject  to  adjustment  with  final  amount compensation  if  any.  Send  a  copy  of  the  judgment  and  this  order  to secretary, DLSA, Kamrup, Guwahati doing needful. 59. Let a free of cost copy of the judgment be given to the convict Smt. Mira Hira as per the provisions of Section 363(1) Cr.P.C. 60. Convict  is  informed  about  her  right  of  appeal  against  the judgment and order of conviction and sentence. 61. Send a copy of the judgment to Hon’ble District Magistrate, Kamrup, and Amingaon as per the provisions of section 365 Cr.P.C.62.            Judgment is pronounced in open court. Case is disposed on contest.           Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 4 th day of September, 2013 at Guwahati.                                         
Additional Sessions Judge No. 2,                                                                                    Kamrup, Guwahati. 
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Appendix ………… contd… at P/21

Appendix

1. Witness for ProsecutionPW1: Sri Jiten HiraPW2: Sri Robin HiraPW3: Sri Pankaj Prasad DasPW4: Sri Sideswar DasPW5: Sri Sushil HiraPW6: Dr. Jamaluddin AhmedPW7: Sri Paresh DasPW8: Sri Manik DasPW9: Sri Medini Mohan BarutiPW10: Sri Ashok Kumar Singh
2. List of Documents from ProsecutionExh1: FIRExh2: Medico Legal Case ReportExh3: Charge sheet
3. Court WitnessCW1: Sri Uttam Thakuria
4. Witness for DefenceDW1: Smt Meera HiraDW2: Sri Prafulla HiraDW3: Sri Rontu DasDW4: Sri Sita Hazarika
5. List of Documents from DefenceNone

Additional Sessions Judge No. 2,                                                                                    Kamrup, Guwahati. 


